Safety: Because these monsta's will be given to small children 3 years and over, they must be sewn very strongly and securely. Avoid loose attachments which might be pulled off and potentially inhaled! The grain parcels must be securely sewn inside the body.

Eye's: Eyes can be painted directly on to your finished Monsta, using white acrylic paint and black acrylic paint for the pupils. Paint the white shape of the eye's first. When this has dried, paint on the black pupil. Some suggested shapes:

Note: Eyes look cutest when they are bigger and wide apart.

Noses & Mouths:
Use black paint or stitches. Suggested shapes:

Monsta Shapes:
If you want to design your own shapes, FANTASTIC. We found that the best size was that which could be held in two hands, approximately 15cm tall by 10cm wide. Below are some that we made on the machine.